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1. U.S. Postal Service fights for survival 

 
By Kent Bush 
Augusta Gazette 
Wed Aug 19, 2009, 06:51 AM CDT 
 Augusta, Kan. - 
The United States Post Office was created a year before the Declaration of 
Independence was signed. Benjamin Franklin and the second Continental Congress 
established it as a government entity. 
The postal service has been in the news a lot lately, but the real issue hasn't been 
sorted out yet. 
The vitriolic health care debate, wars being fought on two fronts and Hillary Clinton's 
trip to Africa have kept the biggest issue concerning the postal service from being 
delivered. 
Everyone knows that President Barack Obama used his town hall meeting on August 
11 to compare the USPS to FedEx and UPS  in an unfavorable light to show that the 
public option for health care won't damage private enterprise in the same field. 
"UPS and FedEx are doing just fine. It's the Post Office that's always having 
problems," Obama said. His invocation of health care resembling a trip to the post 
office didn't excite many people from urban areas who wait in long lines for less than 
scintillating service. 
But whether UPS and FedEx are doing just fine and how that impacts the health care 
debate is not the most important issue for USPS. 
On August 6, U.S. Postmaster General John E. Potter asked Congress for permission 
to cancel Saturday delivery. 
This isn't a union trying to secure longer weekends for its workers. This is a battle to 
survive. 
The postal service lost more than 2.4 billion in the last three months. They lost more 
than $7 billion last year. For those of you that don't have your socks off to help with 
the math, that means things are getting worse - not better. 
The volume of mail sent dropped another 12 percent last quarter. USPS is writing 
another verse about how the internet is damaging once vital entities. 



Personal letters are down to six percent of all mail. Email, social networking sites and 
cell phones with free nationwide long distance have made postage a far slower and 
costlier means of communicating. 
Only 56 percent of people now pay bills through the mail. Online bill paying is 
gaining in popularity every day as people become more comfortable with the security 
and simplicity of the new electronic systems. 
So what can be done to save the postal service? 
Some discussion revolves around closing post offices. Some of these are in big cities 
with 10 post offices dropping to only eight. Other considerations are in towns where 
the post office is one of 10 non-residential buildings inside the city limits. 
However, 80 percent of postal expenses include employee cost. So shuttering 
buildings won't close a $2.4 billion per quarter gap. 
At one time, letter carriers made several trips to businesses and residences each day. 
As the cost grew, that service disappeared. 
Now, weekend delivery may soon be gone. 
Both of these will have marginal effects, but stopping Saturday delivery is only 
expected to save $3 billion per year. At the current rate of decline, it seems that move 
would only maintain this year's losses at last year's levels. 
Then what? 
As customers continue to find alternative means of communicating, paying bills and 
delivering packages, the revenue losses don't seem to be sustainable. 
Is it possible to imagine a day without cards, letters, ads and bills in your mailbox? 
Can you imagine a row of homes with no mailboxes? 
I might have to explain to my grandchildren what the song "Hey Mr. Postman" 
means. 
The post office is fighting back. 
They are offering services similar to their privately held competitors trying to drive 
revenue. It will be tough to gauge the long-term effects of these moves until we have 
a more stable and predictable economy. 
The specter creeping in will likely mean tough negotiations with postal unions. Pay 
cuts and layoffs are almost guaranteed - and they'll probably be deep cuts. 
That's Survival 101 in 2009. 
The problem with that solution is what it could mean to the nation's unemployment 
rate. Does the economy really need a speedbump like that to slow down the attempts 
at a recovery? 
Barring a bailout style solution, that scenario could become a reality. 
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2. Postal Service of the future 

 
The Aug. 8 editorial "Red letter year" accurately lays out the current state of the U.S. 
Postal Service. Mailing habits have changed, volume has left the system and revenue 
has declined. But identifying our employees and our obligations to them as "the heart 
of the problem" mischaracterizes the nature and extent of our crisis.  
 



We are mandated by law to deliver the mail six days a week, throughout a national 
delivery network of more than 150 million (and counting) delivery points. Our 
competitors charge surcharges for delivery to less-than-convenient addresses, delivery 
on Saturday and rising fuel expenses. We don't. We absorb the costs of providing 
universal service to all Americans. Without a business model that considers the 
changed nature of Americans' mailing habits, our ability to provide universal service 
will continue to be strained. 
 
The notion that the Postal Service enjoys a mail monopoly simply doesn't square with 
business reality. The package-delivery marketplace is awash with choices for 
customers. And as the editorial pointed out, online communication has captured much 
of what used to be sent as letter mail, from bills to birthday cards. 
 
By focusing exclusively on employee compensation issues, the editorial also 
neglected many of the things we have already done to reduce costs. They include 
closing six district administrative offices, consolidating shifts at our processing plants, 
adjusting delivery routes to reflect declining volumes, adjusting retail window hours 
in response to new customer patterns, eliminating 1,400 supervisory and 
administrative positions, and various improvements to our operating efficiency. 
Together these measures have removed nearly $6 billion in costs from our bottom 
line.  
 
To the credit of our workforce, we have continued to provide excellent service to our 
customers throughout this economic crisis (in Chicago, on-time delivery of local first-
class mail has been at 95 percent or higher for six consecutive quarters). We remain 
committed to providing the best and most affordable mail delivery system in the 
world, and we continue in dialogue with our employee unions, major mailers, 
Congress and other stakeholders toward creating the Postal Service of the future. 
 
 
 

� Mark V. Reynolds, Communications Programs specialist, Corporate 
Communications, Chicago District, U.S. Postal Service 
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3. Legislation to Help Postal Service Hits a Right-wing Rock 

By Mark Gruenberg 
August 19, 2009. 
WASHINGTON (PAI) – Legislation to help the Postal Service solve its projected $7 
billion deficit in the year ending Sept. 30, and a similar deficit in the following 12 
months, hit a major problem caused by a Radical Right GOP senator and inattentive 
Democrats – a rock in the road which led the nation’s two biggest postal unions to say 
they may have to reverse course and oppose the measure.  
   
And if something isn’t done about the agency’s red ink by the end of September, the 
Postal Service may not have enough money to pay its bills. Its solution: Let 50,000 
more workers go, close hundreds of post offices and kill Saturday pickup and 



delivery.  
 
The immediate issue facing postal unions and their allies is an amendment by Sen. 
Thomas Coburn, R-Okla., to legislation, S1507, to relieve USPS of a $5.4 billion 
payment it must make, within a month, to cover future retirees’ future health care 
costs.   
   
His amendment would radically change arbitration and bargaining between USPS and 
its unions, including the Letter Carriers and the Postal Workers, by ordering the 
arbitrator to put the financial condition of the Postal Service first in any decision.  
   
If that condition alone is tacked onto arbitrations when USPS and the unions can’t 
reach contracts, the unions would have to yank their support of the health care cost 
bill, veteran APWU President Bill Burrus and new Letter Carriers President Fredric 
Rolando said. The panel hosting the hearing inserted Coburn’s measure last week.  
 
“The Coburn amendment serves only to upset collective bargaining procedures,” 
Burrus said.  Several of the majority Democrats on the panel admitted they did not 
realize the implications of anti-worker Republican’s measure. “Could you support 
S1507 if the amendment stays in?” one senator asked. “No,” Rolando replied. �   
But the wider issue is how to restructure the Postal Service to adapt to a radically 
changed communications environment – one where its longtime bread-and-butter of 
first class mail, catalogues and bills – are increasingly taken over by the Internet.  
   
Some of the discussion at an Aug. 6 hearing, particularly by the non-partisan 
independent Government Accountability Office, covered the agency’s long-term 
problems. But most of it was on Coburn’s move.  �   
All the witnesses backed restructuring the health care payment plan, which the then-
GOP-run Congress approved in 2006. Even one GOP senator, Susan Collins, R-
Maine, realized the payment plan is unrealistic. The $5.4 billion discussed at the 
session is part of a 10-year plan where USPS must cover at least 75 years of future 
retirees’ future costs, now. Those costs are calculated to be at least $60 billion.  
   
But the agency has more problems than the health care payments, witnesses said. Due 
to the recession, mail volume has slumped by 12% in the last year and the quarter-
compared-to-quarter drop is expected to reach 16 percent by the end of fiscal 2009 in 
September, GAO’s report said.  
 
More basically, Postmaster General John Potter added, the USPS has lost much of its 
volume to the Internet. Potter, named by a GOP-appointed postal board, has a 
solution: Cut, cut, cut. That drew the ire of Burrus and Rolando.  
   
Potter wants to eliminate Saturday pickup and delivery, close at least 677 postal 
stations – especially in the nation’s cities – and let another 53,000 workers go. The 
USPS workforce has shrunk, through retirements and buyouts, to 603,000 workers, 
from 773,000 several years ago.    
   
“The USPS has put forth a blueprint for dismantling its core business” of deliver-ing 
the mail, said Rolando, who recently succeeded longtime NALC President William 
Young. “We should not destroy the Postal Service in order to save it,” Burrus added.  



   
Both union leaders said they are working with USPS management on efficiencies 
which could save the agency money. NALC and the agency are reviewing 168,000 
city letter carrier routes, looking for consolidations. APWU, said Burrus, is working 
with postal officials on a plan the union leader estimated would save $1 billion. He 
couldn’t give details because it isn’t final yet.  
   
Two weeks before, on July 24, Rolando, Burrus and other postal union leaders met 
with Obama administration aides at the White House to discuss the agency’s financial 
crunch, the Letter Carriers reported. They also covered the Senate bill and its House 
companion, HR 22, which does not have Coburn’s amendment.  
   
“NALC is grateful for the efforts on both ends of Pennsylvania Avenue to find 
solutions to this crisis,” Rolando said then. “We welcome this relief. But any short-
term legislation is just the first step. We also need to enact comprehensive reforms to 
allow the Postal Service to pre-fund its future retiree health benefits on a more 
reasonable and affordable schedule.” Rolando and Burrus repeated that point at the 
hearing.   
 
Senators were generally sympathetic to approving the $5.4 billion health care fix, but 
were non-committal about Coburn’s amendment. Sen. Joseph Lieberman, Ind.-Conn., 
asked Rolando and Burrus to submit conditions – for both sides – that should be 
attached to any arbitrations. They declined, not wanting to tie peoples’ hands.     
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Source: Registered Express Corporation 

4. Registered Express Corporation Announces Participation at Postal Expo, 

Hanover, Germany 

LAS VEGAS, Aug. 18, 2009 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Registered Express 
Corporation (Pink Sheets:RGTX) is pleased to announce that the Registered 
Express(tm) management team will attend and participate at the World Postal Expo 
(Post Expo) exhibition and conference, September 29, 30 and October 1, 2009, in 
Hanover, Germany, where all 191 member countries shall be in attendance to evaluate 
new product and technology opportunities. 
 
The Registered Express(tm) proprietary system offers a concise solution that allows 
for the Postal Bureaus to participate in the digital delivery of communications and the 
resulting revenue. The Postal business model globally is a unique opportunity, in that 
it has an ever expanding market, with diminishing revenue. 
 
Post Expo is held in conjunction with the Universal Postal Union, a specialized 
agency of the United Nations that fulfills an advisory, mediating and liaison role, and 
renders technical assistance where needed. It sets the rules for international mail 
exchanges and makes recommendations to stimulate growth in mail volumes and to 
improve the quality of service for customers. 
 



POST-EXPO is the only event totally focused on strategy, technology and service to 
the global postal sector. 
 
POST-EXPO offers visitors, conference delegates and exhibitors an important 
business platform and unrivaled networking opportunities within the international 
postal industry. 
 
Forward-Looking Statements 
 
You should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements in this press 
release. This press release contains forward-looking statements that involve risks and 
uncertainties. Words such as "will," "anticipates," "believes," "plans," "goal," 
"expects," "future," "intends," and similar expressions are used to identify these 
forward-looking statements. Actual results could differ materially from those 
anticipated in these forward-looking statements for many reasons, including the risks 
we face as described in this press release. 
 
For further information: www.registeredexpress.com 
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5. A Vital Postal System 

 
Published: August 17, 2009 
To the Editor: 
 
Re “It’s Time to Stay the Courier” (Talking Business column, Aug. 8): 
 
I agree with Joe Nocera that Congress placed the Postal Service in a serious financial 
bind in 2006, when it directed the Postal Service to “prefund” retiree health care 
benefits. That mandate — a burden shared by no other federal agency or private 
company — costs the Postal Service more than $5 billion a year. 
 
Mr. Nocera is mistaken, however, in suggesting that electronic communication is 
making the Postal Service obsolete — and especially in calling for privatization of the 
world’s most efficient and least expensive postal system. 
 
Mail volume reached its height in 2006, well after Americans began using e-mail and 
the Internet on a mass scale. Mail volume has slumped by approximately 18 percent 
since then, but the loss is almost entirely due to a recession-driven decline in business 
mail. Without the prefunding requirement, the Postal Service would have had a $1.2 
billion surplus for its 2008 and 2009 fiscal years. 
 
Mr. Nocera’s call to dismantle the Postal Service relies on discredited theories that 
were considered and rejected during the postal reform debate earlier this decade, at 
the height of the outsourcing frenzy. 
 



The Postal Service must remain a public service if we are to honor our nation’s 
commitment to serve every American community at uniform rates. 
 
William Burrus 
President 
American Postal Workers Union 
Washington, Aug. 12, 2009 
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Collected by Chairul Anwar, Bandung, Indonesia. 
E-mail address : chairulanwar49@operamail.com, uyungchairul@plasa.com. 

 


